Press Set-Up Technician – Metal Stamping
Muthig Industries, Inc., is looking for an experienced Press Setup Technician to join our team! This is a First
Shift position!

Desired Skills and Experience
General Job Responsibilities


Perform setup of mechanical stamping presses with feed lines in order to manufacture parts meeting customer
specifications.
Operate stamping presses and related equipment, as necessary, to manufacture product to customer requirements.
Perform start-up of new production jobs; Provide first piece samples to Quality Department in order to receive
approval for production runs.
Perform shift startups of presses and auxiliary equipment, providing first-piece samples for approval of daily
production. Assist operators with startups due to interruptions in production.
Attend to technical aspects of stamping operation, included but not limited to presses and auxiliary equipment.
Assist with troubleshooting equipment failures.
Ensure that appropriate stamping materials and packaging are delivered to stamping presses during the setup and
approval process.
Assist with troubleshooting of parts that are out of specification in the manufacturing process.
Make all necessary adjustments to presses and auxiliary equipment during the production process.
Responsible for the removal of dies and auxiliary equipment at the end of production runs. Ensure that stamping
materials and packaging that are not consumed are accurately returned to the warehouse.
Assist with die maintenance, as required; Maintain accurate die history records during die maintenance and at the
beginning and end of production jobs.
Ensure that work areas are maintained in a clean and orderly fashion
Comply with all company quality, environmental, and health and safety requirements.













Education, Training, Skills, Experience



High School diploma or GED
3-5 years of experience in manufacturing, stamping operations, or injection molding; Experience with high-speed
close tolerance stamped parts strongly preferred
2 years of experience working in a setup capacity in manufacturing, metal stamping. Experience with Stamtec
presses strongly preferred.
Use of basic measuring and test equipment




Physical Requirements




Ability to lift 50 pounds, unassisted.
Ability to safely operate mechanical equipment which may have inherent dangers.
Ability to stand for long periods of time.
Benefits


Paid holidays and vacation



Medical, Life Insurance, short and long term disability benefits, Dental reimbursement plan.



401K with match and Profit Sharing



Educational reimbursement up to 100%

